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Trimesters 
versus 
semesters
O ld  d e b a te  
re v iv e d  at LU
by Jonathan Isaacson
News Editor
The possib ility  o f  Law rence 
sw itch ing from  the current three- 
te rm s-a -y ear  ca len d ar to  a 
sem ester calendar is very real 
right now, but in  absolutely no 
way a certainty.
A ccord in g  to B rian  R osenberg, 
the facu lty  voted last N ovem ber 
to consider the possibility. A fter 
the facu lty  vote, the issue was 
passed on to the curricu lum  com ­
m ittee for further consideration. 
T he cu rricu lu m  com m ittee  is 
putting together a task force to 
study the advantages and d isad­
vantages o f  sw itch ing to a sem es­
ter calendar, sim ilar to the sched­
ule o f  m any other colleges and 
universities in the area.
As the m essage that LUCC 
President Cole Delaney sent to the 
entire Lawrence student population 
stated, the administration would 
like to have two students join  eight 
or nine faculty members on the task 
force to assist in the decision mak­
ing process. A  recommendation is to 
be made by June o f  2004. If the task 
force finds that it would be more 
advantageous to switch to a new 
school year calendar, it would prob­
ably not be implemented for at least 
two years after the decision is made. 
This means, as Rosenberg said, 
"There’s a good chance that no one 
currently here [at Lawrence as stu­
dents] would see [the change]."
The current discourse on semes­
ters versus terms arose fairly 
recently. As Lawrence grows, new 
issues with scheduling are arising, 
Emd Rosenberg thinks that the dis­
course about changing scheduling 
Emd changing the yearly calendar 
have come hand in hsmd. As classes 
are being forced to meet outside the 
normally scheduled times, the 
debate continues.
The debate is hsirdly a new one, 
however. Lawrence adopted the cur­
rent term system in the 1960s. 
When asked how long the discourse 
of dropping the term system has 
been on going, Rosenberg said "40 
yeEirs," only half jokingly. He added 
that the faculty members Eire con­
stantly talking about the merits of 
one system over the other. In the 
1970s, the school had several votes, 
which retained the three-term sys­
tem. However, there have been no 
votes since the late 1970s.
As to what the outcome might 
possibly be, Rosenberg said that, it 
being so early in the process, there 
was really no way to tell what might 
happen; whether the term system 
will survive yet smother test or if it 
will be replaced with the semester 
system.
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Feature photos: Peace protests on College Ave
Appleton’s 
top five...
A look into the 
overlooked gems 
of Appleton
by Rachel Hoerman
Features Editor
G ranted , th e w eath er at the 
m om en t is r e m in isce n t o f  a 
frozen  arctic w asteland , and you 
m ay be w on derin g  w hy hum ans 
bothered  to in habit any place 
th is far north o f  th e equator.
D esp ite  th e  co ld , h ow ever, 
th ere  rem ain  som e ra th er  
charm ing and largely  overlooked  
sp ots  in  A p p le to n  w h ere  the 
ca m p u s-w e a ry  stu d e n t can
retreat, or at least plan to scope 
out, on ce the w in d  chill a llow s us 
to slip  in to  th ose  com fortab le  
dou ble -d ig its again .
So e ith er grab  y ou r fleece- 
lined  w ool g loves and the bu ffalo  
sk in  rob e  y ou  sa lv a g ed  from  
y ou r la test h u n tin g  exped ition  
or a com fy  b lan k et and a steam ­
ing  cup o f  coffee  in the w arm th 
o f  y ou r very  ow n  cind er block  
dorm  room , and at least consider 
ch eck in g  th e  fo llo w in g  p laces 
out:
B rick  A partm ents
R elics from  an era w hen  fac­
tory  ow ners did not equ ate  e ffi­
c ien t w ith  ugly, th e  fa ctory  
b u i ld in g s -t u r n e d -a p a r t m e n t s  
along  the river beh ind  C olm an 
are full o f  w onderfu l little  nook 
and cran n y-lik e  spaces th at are 
fun to w alk  arou nd and explore.
T h e ir  a tm o sp h e re  is due 
m ain ly  to th eir  ligh t-absorb in g  
brick  facades, w hich  g low  in full
See Appleton on page 3
photos by John Gale
LAWRENCE STUDENTS BEGAN GATHERING in the frigid, early morning hours 
of Saturday, January 18. They started out from outside of Seeley G. Mudd 
Library, and from there, they marched through Appleton on their way to join 
others from the community who were protesting the potential war in Iraq. The 
protesters carried signs bearing American flags, the word “ Peace,” and “ No 
Blood for Oil,” as driversby honked their horns and the media covered the event.
Hacquebord voted 
newLUCC President
Elections b rin g  
in cre a se d  
v o te r  tu rn ou t
by Jessie Augustyn
Managing Editor
This past week, LUCC held its 
annual presidential and vice presi­
dential elections.
According to LUCC's polling, 
elections, and leadership commi- 
tee, Jacques Hacquebord won the 
presidential race over his opponent 
Jamie Howard, with 57.4 percent 
and 42.6 percent of the vote respec- 
tivly.
A total of 780 legal ballots were 
cast, with Hacquebord winning 
448 and Howard 332. Eighty-four 
illegal ballots (write-ins, blEink bal­
lots, or any other votes that did not 
follow standard voting procedure) 
were cast.
The vice-presidential election 
results were Ned Connors with 
39.8 percent of the vote, Kassandra 
Kuehl with 34.8 percent, and 
Alexis Sexton with 25.4 percent. 
Of the total 810 legal ballots cast, 
Connors recieved 332 votes, Kuehl 
282, smd Sexton 206. There were 
54 illegal ballots.
While Connors earned a 
greater percentage of the vote, 
LUCC by-laws state that in order 
to win the election, a candidate 
must recieve 50 percent plus one 
of the legal votes. "Instant run-off’ 
was was put on the ballots to help 
settle the election. Instant run-off 
is decided when voters fill in their 
second and third choice for the
BY THE NUMBERS: This chart was provided LUCC’s Polling, Elections, and 
Leadership committee as part of their report released hours after polling closed.
position, in case their first choice 
does not win a majority. These 
choices then count as the vote. 
However, no cadidate won a m ajor­
ity in this manner either. In the 
instant run-off election, Connors 
recieved 46.2 percent (374 votes) 
and Kuehl 43.3 percent (351 votes) 
Eighty-four ballots (10.5 percent) 
selected no instant run-off candi­
date.
Concurrent with LUCC by­
laws, a run-off election between 
Connors and Kuehl started 
Wednesday and finished today at 
the end of lunch. The results were 
not available at publication time.
Last year, 461 votes were cast 
in the LUCC presidential race. 
This year's voter turn out is a 46.6 
percent increase. For vice presi­
dent, last year 437 votes were csist 
compared to this yeEir's 810, a 46 
percent increase.
The committee attributes the 
increase to "increEised polling pres­
ence, effective advertisement, bet­
ter election equipment, and poll 
worker enthusiasm."
For the run-off results, log on to 
www.lawrentiEm.com.
--------------------
photo by Julien Poncet at silmonia.com
JACQUES HAQUEBORD, LUCC president 
for 2003-2004, beginning in Term 3
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Movement on campus is growing
by Elissa Harbert
For The Lawrentian
Tonight in Stansbury Theater 
at 7:35 p.m., Wild Space Dance 
Company will present Field Work, a 
set of dances portraying farming 
and farm life.
Wild Space, a Milwaukee-based 
dance company founded 16 years 
ago, has been bringing its innova­
tive modem dance performances to 
Lawrence for five years.
To prepare for Field Work, the
dancers visited farms and watched 
farmers going about their daily 
work in order to understand the 
farmers' familiar but rarely studied 
movements.
Later this year, Wild Space will 
tour with a Smithsonian art exhibit 
of old photographs of farms. 
Interestingly, the exhibit will only 
visit towns with a population of 
under 4,000.
According to Deb Loewen, the 
founder and artistic director of Wild 
Space, they will be "dancing in
bams and school gyms . . .  in com­
munities where they've never seen 
dance."
In addition to enriching those 
who attend the performance, Wild 
Space's visit has a positive impact 
on the theater department. Loewen 
gave workshops for acting and 
directing classes, and, according to 
Timothy X. Troy, Lawrence theater 
professor, the new lighting plot on 
the stage provides an educational 
experience for tech students.
Tickets are available at the box
office: adults $10, senior citizens 
and students $5, LU students/facul­
ty/staff $2.
If this performance is inspiring 
to you, and if you are interested in 
becoming a dancer yourself, Melee 
and LU Swing Dancers are ways for 
students to become involved with 
dance. Both groups welcome inter­
ested students of all experience lev­
els and proficiency. If you want to 
dance you are welcome to join 
either group, even if you've never 
danced a step in your life.
Melee is a student-run club, 
focusing on modem and theatrical 
dance. The group is made up of both 
experienced and beginning dancers, 
and most of the sessions are led by 
the more trained dancers, who 
teach dance techniques and move­
ments and also choreograph rou­
tines.
Sophomore Devin Scheef 
explains, "The great thing about 
Melee is that we can experiment
See Dance on page 6
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12:20 p.m. LCF lunch discussion; Downer Dining Room E. 
12:30 p.m. Japanese Table; Downer Dining Room F.
2:00 p.m. ITC workshop: Introduction to Brio.
3:30 p.m. Wrestling vs. Eau Claire; Alexander Gym.
6:00 p.m. Lawrence International meeting; Downer 
Dining Room F.
7:00 p.m. Wrestling vs. Milwaukee School o f Engineering;
Alexander Gym.
7:30 p.m. Hockey vs. Northland College; Appleton Family 
Ice Center.
7:36 p.m. Wild Space Dance Company presents Field 
Work; Stansbury Theatre. Adults $10, senior cit­
izens and students $5, LU students/ faculty/staff
$2.
10:00:37 p.m. 38th Lawrence University Midwest Trivia 
Contest, Cene Ketcham, grand master, ext. 6223; 
WLFM 91.1 FM. Contest runs through mid­
night, Sunday, January 26.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 25
Trivia Weekend.
12:00 n oon  Wrestling
12:20 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
Wisconsin Private 
Championships; Alexander Gym.
LU Opera Club: Metropolitan Opera radio 
broadcast o f Jenufa; Music-Drama 142.
Hockey vs. Northland College; Appleton Family 
Ice Center.
Deutsche Kaffeestunde; International House. 
Informal flute studio; The Underground 
Coffeehouse.
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra concert, con­
ducted by Bridget-Michaele Reischl; Memorial 
Chapel.
Swing dancing; Riverview Lounge.
11:30 a.m. Ormsby lunch table with Professor Friedlander; 
Colman Small Dining Room.
12:00 n oon  Wellness Committee meeting; Colman Hall 
lounge.
3:30 p.m. Urban Studies information session; The
Underground Coffeehouse.
5:00 p.m. LUCC General Council meeting; Riverview
Lounge.
5:30 p.m. French Table with Fary Diagne; Downer Dining
Room F. All levels o f French are welcome: venez 
nombreux!
6:00 p.m. Chinese Table; Downer Dining Room E.
6:30 pan. Spanish Table; International House first floor.
7KM) p.m. Interfraternity Council meeting; Viking Room.
8:00 p.m. SOUP (Student Organization for University
Programming) meeting; LUCC Conference 
Room.
8:00 p.m. Vday meeting; Main Hall 201.
9:00 p.m. jVIVA! meeting; Diversity Center.
9:15 p.m. Amnesty International meeting; Ormsby Hall
lounge.
9:45 p.m. YUAI Community meeting; Riverview Lounge.
College WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29
SUNDAY, JANUARY 26
Trivia Weekend ends at midnight.
12:00 noon LU Objectivism Club lunch; Downer Dining 
Room E.
7:30 pan. Habitat for Humanity meeting; Sage Hall base­
ment.
MONDAY, JANUARY 27
9:00 a.m. 
12:00 noon 
12:30 p.m.
12:30 p.m. 
4:15 p.m.
5:30 pan.
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 pan.
ITC workshop: Scanning Images.
Chinese Table; Colman Hall Small Dining Room. 
LUCC Student Welfare committee; Downer 
Dining Room E.
Econ Club lunch; Lucinda’s.
Urban Studies information session; The 
Underground Coffeehouse.
German Table with German assistant Wenjie 
Chen; Downer Dining Room E.
“Interviewing Strategies”; Career Center.
Melee modern dance class; Rec Center 
Multipurpose Room.
7:00-9:00 pan. Folk dancing; Riverview Lounge. Students, 
faculty, and staff are welcome to join with com­
munity members to learn and practice folk 
dances from throughout the world. No experi­
ence necessary.
Language and Culture Club meeting; The 
Language House, 739 E. College Avenue.
LU Objectivism Club meeting; LUCC 
Conference Room.
Faculty recital: Matthew Michelic, viola; Harper 
Hall.
BACCHUS meeting; Colman Hall lounge. 
Electronic Music Club meeting; Ormsby Hall 
lounge.
Open jam session (jazz); The Underground 
Coffeehouse.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m. 
9:30 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
12:00 noon German Table with German assistant Wenjie 
Chen; Colman Small Dining Room.
12:30 p.m. Workforce 2003 Job Fair orientation; Career 
Center.
3KM) p.m. ITC workshop: Pivot Tables and Filters in Excel.
5KM) p.m. Workforce 2003 Job and Internship Fair sign-up
deadline; Career Center.
5:30 p.m. Russian Table; Downer Dining Room F.
7:00 p.m. Ed night; Plantz Hall basement.
7KM) p.m. PEL (Polling and Elections and Leadership
Committee) meeting; LUCC Conference Room.
7:00-8:00 pan. R6sum6 help from Career Assistant 
Amanda; Colman Hall lounge.
7:15 p.m. "Men and Feminism," panel discussion spon­
sored by Downer Feminist Council; The 
Underground Coffeehouse.
8:00 p.m. West Wing night; Plantz Hall basement.
8KM) p.m. Anthropology Club meeting; Briggs Hall 305.
8:00-9:00 p.m. Resume and cover letter review with 
Career Assistant Erica; Kohler Hall lounge.
9:00 p.m. Downer Feminist Council (DFC) meeting;
Diversity Center.
9KM) p.m. Chess Club meeting; Sage Hall basement.
9:00 p.m. LCF large group meeting; Riverview Lounge.
9:30 p.m. Celebrate! meeting; LUCC Conference Room.
9:30 p.m. Improv Hour, sponsored by IGLU; The
Underground Coffeehouse.
THURSDAY, JANUARY SO
11:10 a.m.
12:00 noon
12:30 p.m. 
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. 
5:00 p.m.
7:00 pan.
8:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m. 
9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m. 
9:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. 
8KM) p.m.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 28
Convocation: "Civil Liberties in the Times o f 
Terror: The Balance Between Security and 
Freedom," Susan Estrich, Law Professor, Author, 
Legal and Political Commentator; Memorial 
Chapel.
Multicultural Affairs Committee meeting; 
Lucinda’s.
Spanish Table; Downer Dining Room F. 
Question-and-answer session with Susan 
Estrich; Riverview Lounge.
ITC workshop: Introduction to Publisher. 
Workforce 2003 Job Fair orientation; Career 
Center.
“War and Peace in the Middle East,” a lecture 
series sponsored by the Mojmir Povolny 
Lectureship in International Studies: "The 
United States and the Iraqi Crisis," Robert J. 
Lieber, professor o f government and foreign ser­
vice, Georgetown University; Science Hall 102. 
Biology Club meeting; Science Hall 202.
Student recital: Erin Grier, piano, and Rachel 
McNeill, soprano; Harper Hall.
LU College Democrats meeting; Plantz Hall 
lobby.
Greenfire meeting; Diversity Center.
Zachary Johnson, solo musician; The 
Underground Coffeehouse.
Pride meeting; Diversity Center.
Black Organization o f Students (BOS) meeting; 
Diversity Center.
9:00-10:00 p.m . R6sum6 review session with Career 
Assistant Adwoa; Sage Hall lounge
FRIDAY, JANUARY 31
12:20 pan. LCF lunch discussion; Downer Dining Room E.
12:30 p.m. Japanese Table; Downer Dining Room F.
12:30 p.m. French Dejeuner; Colman Small Dining Room.
4KM) p.m. Masterclass: "Breathing, Gesture, and Subtext," 
Diana Soviero, soprano; Shattuck Hall 156.
5:30 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Knox College; Alexander 
Gym.
6:00 p.m. Lawrence International meeting; Downer 
Dining Room F.
7:30 p.m. Hockey vs. Marian College; Appleton Family Ice 
Center.
7:30 p.m. Men's basketball vs. Knox College; Alexander 
Gym.
7:30 & 10KM) pan. Classic Film Club movie: Rebel Without a 
Cause; Wriston auditorium.
8:00 p.m . Jazz Repertory concert; Memorial Chapel.
9:00 p.m. Jonassay, rock band, sponsored by SOUP; 
Riverview Lounge.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY1
9:00 a.m. Guest lecture: "The World o f Opera," Diana 
Soviero, soprano; Shattuck Hall 163. Question- 
and-answer session immediately following lec­
ture.
10:00 a.m. Masterclass: "Opera Styles," Diana Soviero, 
soprano; Shattuck Hall 163.
12:00 noon Swimming: Wisconsin Private College
Championships; Rec Center pool.
12:20 pan. LU Opera Club: Metropolitan Opera radio 
broadcast o f II Pirata; Music-Drama 142.
IKK) pan. Student recital: Natalie Hall, cello; Harper Hall.
2:00 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Monmouth College;
Alexander Gym.
2:00 pan. Deutsche Kaffeestunde; International House.
3:00 p.m. Student recital: Trent Jacobs, bassoon; Harper
Hall.
4:00 p.m. Men's basketball vs. Monmouth College;
Alexander Gym.
5:00 p.m. "Cultural Expressions," Second Annual Black
Heritage Celebration (annual Kwanzaa dinner 
and program); Rec Center gym. General 
public/faculty/staff: Advance tickets $10. Tickets 
at the door $12. Children 12 and under $4. LU 
students call x7051 for discounted tickets in 
advance, $8 at the door.
5:00 p.m. Student lecture recital: Edmond Johnson;
Harper Hall.
6:00 pan. Masterclass: "Opera Styles," Diana Soviero,
soprano; Memorial Chapel.
7KM) p.m. Wrestling vs. UW-La Crosse; Alexander Gym.
7:00 pan. Informal flute studio; The Underground
Coffeehouse.
7:30 pan. Hockey vs. Marian College; Appleton Family Ice
Center.
8:00 p.m. Guest recital: Paul Roberts, piano; Harper Hall.
9:00 p.m. Swing dancing; Riverview Lounge.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 2
12:00 noon LU Objectivism Club lunch; Downer Dining 
Room E.
7:30 p.m. Habitat for Humanity meeting; Sage Hall base­
ment.
8:00 p.m. Faculty composers-recital; Harper Hall.
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Mamma Mia! What is showing at the PAC?
by Ceilidh Mar
Staff Writer
The seventies nostalgia show 
Mamma Mia! shines with a light of 
its own, though one must admit it 
might just be the glare from the 
large number of silver and gold 
sequins adorning the costumes.
This light-hearted musical 
combines a cute and uncomplicated 
plot with musical variations of 22 
ABBA songs, as well as about as 
many brightly colored, slightly gar­
ish costumes as possible. 
Unbelievably, the combination pro­
duces a uniquely enjoyable effect.
Yes, I hear the skeptics sigh of 
disbelief and not long ago I was a 
member of your ranks. Before the 
performance I wasn't sure what to 
expect of a two hour long, pasted 
together performance of unfamiliar 
seventies songs, despite its good 
reviews while on Broadway. But 
when presented with the opportu­
nity to review it I couldn't resist.
For those of us too young to 
remember the era of ABBA and 
their oh-so shimmering costumes,
here's a brief history of the group.
The group started in Sweden in 
the early 1970s. Largely unknown 
to the world, they finally gained 
success with their song “Waterloo,” 
which won the EuroVision song 
contest in 1974.
Their name, ABBA, is derived 
from the first initials of the group’s 
four members: Agnetha Faltskog, 
Bjom Ulvaeus, Benny Andersson 
and Anni-Frid Lyngstad. The group 
stayed together until 1983 when 
they released their last album, 
Thank You for the Music. To date, 
they have sold over 350 million 
albums and still hold the hearts of 
many devoted fans.
After the group broke up Benny 
Andersson and Bjom Ulvaeus 
stayed together as a musical team 
and moved into the genre of musi­
cal theater, including the Broadway 
hit Chess with writer Tim Rice. 
Their newest production, Mamma 
Mia!, works as a combination of 
their previous group efforts and the 
newer Broadway style.
Mamma Mia! takes place on a 
small Greek island, and its plot
revolves around Sophie Sheridan 
and her mother Donna.
Sophie, who is about to be mar­
ried, is on a mission to find her 
father before her marriage. Unsure 
of which of her mother's ex­
boyfriends is really her father, she 
invites all three of them to the wed­
ding.
The integration of ABBA songs 
actually works fairly well with the 
plot. Songs that, when set by them­
selves, seemed a bit emotionally 
syrupy combined with the basic 
plot to create an emotional flow 
that I found surprising and charm­
ing.
The energy required to pull off 
the nostalgic feeling needed for the 
songs actually increased as the 
show went on, ending with a con­
cert-like performance during the 
closing bows which pulled the audi­
ence off their seats and almost 
elicited waving lighters and 
screaming fans. It was quite an 
experience and though I entered 
the theater with a sinking feeling 
in my stomach, I left with an unex­
pected smile on my face.
photo courtesy of M am m a M ia! press kit 
ELLEN HARVEY, MONIQUE LUND, AND ROBIN BAXTER flaunt whatever they’ve 
got in the musical Mamma Mia!, now showing at the Performing Arts Center.
The downside to the perfor­
mance is not a performance-related 
detail. Unfortunately, there will not 
be student rush tickets available 
for the performance, so ticket prices 
can seem exorbitant, especially for 
the average college student. Prices 
range from $41.50-$75.50 depend­
ing the night and seat.
Mamma Mia! will be showing 
at the Fox Cities Performing Arts 
Center Jan. 21-Feb. 2. For tickets, 
contact Ticketmaster at (920) 731- 
5000 or you can purchase them 
online:
http://www.foxcitiespac.com.
Appleton: Visions o f Appleton that you may not have noticed
Spring Break 03 
w/ StudentCity.com !
Cancun, Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica,
Bahamas FREE FOOD,
FREE DRINKS and 150% Lowest Price Guaranteed!
REPS W ANTED! Sell 15 and get 2 FREE TRIPS, 1-800-446-8355 or 
sales@studentcitv.com
bricks, bridges, and shiny exteri­
ors of Lawrence University 
buildings that are directly 
across the river.
Look to your other side 
though, and you're treated to a 
chain-link fence and the assort­
ment of buildings and smoke­
stacks that comprise the paper 
factory. It's still a nice little trail 
to walk or jog along, and a place 
a lot o f Lawrence students 
haven't yet ventured.
City Park
The small park directly 
behind the con is a peaceful 
place, with enormous trees, a 
picnic area, and quite possibly 
the most ugly piece of statuary 
in the Western Hemisphere. It's 
worth walking down there just 
to gawk at what some people 
will claim is a dancing circle of 
laughing children, but what can 
more accurately be described as 
a struggling circle of children 
fused at their ankles against 
their wills.
Either way, the park is well 
lit at night and has swings and 
playground equipment for that 
moment of necessary childhood 
regression that occurs around 
10th week.
Railroad Tracks
Over the bridge beneath the 
Union, and on the left-hand side 
of the road is another nice little
grassy area with a set of rail­
road tracks that cut into the 
now-frozen Fox like a scene out 
of a ghost story.
They have a certain nostalgic 
quality armed with a chain and 
a sign warning the drunken and 
stupid from stepping onto them. 
Let it be noted, however, that 
the sign doesn’t stop most jog­
gers, townies, or LU students.
Homes and
Neighborhoods
Appleton's founding fathers 
envisioned the city as the hub of 
a once-mighty lumber and fur 
trade, and planned on it eventu­
ally becoming a booming 
metropolis, and center of cul­
ture, industry, and development.
When that dream crashed 
and burned, they were left with 
a bunch of really nice houses, 
many of which are in the neigh­
borhoods surrounding
Lawrence.
Any route you take to get off 
campus will take you past a few 
houses either done in the 
Victorian era or in neo-Victorian 
style.
Many of these houses are 
inhabited by people who have 
spent their last four years living 
in a place with more than one 
room, and cable television. 
These are two other very good 
reasons to take a look.
continued from page 1
sun by day, and dully absorb the 
lights of the paper factory 
directly across the river by 
night. They're a bit like a com­
pact rip-off of a European side 
street, but without the good food 
and language barrier.
River Walk
If you look to one side of the
photo by Julien Poncet at silm onia.com
THE BRICK APARTMENTS used to 
house some of the paper mills that 
built Appleton, but as housing becomes 
scarce, the old becomes renewed, and 
can make for nice living quarters.
short trail that meanders along 
the Fox, you’ll see the domes,
photo by Julien Poncet at silmonia.com  
THE VICTORIAN AND NEO-VICTORIAN HOMES that are scattered throughout Appleton 
exist thanks to those visionaries who first planned Appleton as a paper mill power.
photo by Julien Poncet at silm onia.com
THE RAILROAD TRACKS, despite 
warnings to the contrary, actually 
makes for a good vista walk.
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Delt president bemoans 
administration brushoff
by Chris Phelps
Guest Editorial
My duty as president of my 
fraternity. Delta Tau Delta, has 
from day one been to act as a cen­
tral figure through which all 
important communication
between university administra­
tion, the national fraternity, my 
brothers, and the Lawrence com­
munity can be channeled.
What I want to disclose is not 
an allegation of wrongdoing, but 
rather to vocalize ongoing frustra­
tions that I have felt over my term 
as president. I need to express 
that everyone that I have had 
dealings with, without exception, 
has acted wholly on the belief that 
their actions were in line with 
what was best for Lawrence 
University and without any mal­
content or indiscretion. My deal­
ings with Lawrence University 
officials and administration has 
been one of the most uncomfort­
able situations I've been involved 
with in my entire life.
From Formal Group Housing 
negotiations, to meetings with the 
President and Deans, their level of 
professionalism leaves me alienat­
ed and frustrated. Compared to 
these persons as a young and 
oftentimes hasty college student, I 
am left in the dust when it comes 
to communicating the right words 
or having a say in important mat­
ters.
I feel that the students of 
Lawrence should be the number 
one priority of the president and
dean of this institution, yet this 
has been made clear to me that it 
is not the case. In my last meeting 
with the president, which conse­
quently took over five weeks to 
arrange, I was told straight to my 
face that not only was he apathet­
ic that we hadn't spoken in such a 
long time, but he also did not want 
to have any more meetings with 
me in the future. I was absolutely 
in shock to hear these words com­
ing from the president of my uni­
versity. The dean of students has 
told me time and time again that 
the purpose of punishment must 
be educational in that it needs to 
evoke a change for the better 
rather than be arbitrary in 
nature.
My fraternity is presently 
serving out its probation for the 
reckless act of three now-alumni a 
year ago. To Beta Theta Pi, I hope 
everyone in your house under­
stands how deeply sorry all of our 
members are that this happened 
and what an awful situation it 
was. At the same time, the univer­
sity, inconsistent with its desire 
for educational reprimand, 
deemed that a four-term proba­
tion was in order for the acts of 
three members that would gradu­
ate only halfway through that 
period. Now, the university has 
extended that probation yet 
another term, for an alleged pro­
bation violation at a brotherhood 
event last December, the nature of 
which I have time and time again 
reported as not occurring.
I stated, and continue to state, 
that on that night there was no 
alcohol involved in a chapter func­
tion, yet I am told it is so. In 
essence what I have been told is 
that I am neither correct nor does 
what I say have any bearing on 
the decisions made by the admin­
istration. Thus I have no voice 
with which to speak for my house 
and cannot perform the duties of 
my position.
The additional term of proba­
tion is a cut and dry instance of an 
arbitrary punishment handed 
down. Four terms or five? It does 
nothing more than demoralize the 
younger members of the house 
and it is a huge slap in the face to 
seniors, who have been some of 
the biggest driving forces in trying 
to make positive changes and 
influences with the fraternity and 
consequently will have served 
their time at Lawrence 7 of 12 
terms on social probation; they 
will never again host a college 
social event.
I'm not here to try and pick on 
someone or to change the events 
that have happened. What I want 
to accomplish is to verbalize my 
frustrations and let the Lawrence 
community draw its own conclu­
sions. I could not be more proud to 
have served as president for my 
chapter. My only regret is that as 
a fraternity we have not been 
vocal about ourselves, both the 
good and the bad. I have a feeling 
that mistake will not be repeated 
in the future.
- ■ - <. A , ,
Alumni gifts to The Law’rcnce Fund underwrite important operating costs,
'  ran g in g  from  sch o la rsh ip  assistance , faculty  salaries, tes t tubes, an d  elec tric ity
bills to library support.
The Lawrence Fund Student Team invites all Lawrentians to participate in a
Lawrence Fund Scavenger Hunt!
On Monday and Tuesday, January 20 and 21, there will be 47 orange labels 
throughout the Library, Briggs, New Science, Youngchild, Wriston, 
Main Hall,and Shattuck/Music Drama identifying 47 things 
brought to you by alumni gifts to The Lawrence Fund.
The first person to correctly identify all 47 items 
(or the person who identifies the most) wins a
$20 gift certificate to Victoria's Restaurant.
E ntries m u s t b e  tu rn e d  in  to  the  D ev e lo p m e n t O ffice, lo ca ted  in  L and is-P eabody , 
b y  1 2 :0 0  noon o n  Wednesday, January 29.
~ Questions? Call Ext. 6548. ~
Point.. Counterpoint?*
Ihe Crisis in IL
by Peter Gillette
Editorial Editor
Perhaps I'm not the only one 
puzzled by the "No blood for peace 
in IL" graffiti outside Downer for 
the past few months. I'm an 
Illinois resident and don't quite 
understand what's going wrong.
Perhaps the graffiti artist was 
protesting Illinois' uncharacteris­
tically high death penalty. Last 
week, Illinois governor George 
Ryan commuted most of Illinois' 
Death Row sentences. Maybe the 
sign worked.
Perhaps, though, Ryan 
reached the decision without look­
ing at the graffiti.
I'm a fan of direct democracy 
and activism (especially when it 
breeds diversity of thought and 
not uniformity), but still, part of 
me thinks that the violent situa­
tion of Illinois can be best 
addressed in places other than 
Downer.
There was also graffiti on 
College Avenue in front of Plantz, 
but I have never been able to stop 
without risking death to read it. I 
think it made an impact on
by Jonathon Roberts
A & E Editor
I am thankful for Peter 
Gillette's creative speculations 
regarding the graffiti in front of 
Downer. However, I am very disap­
pointed in his ignorance.
It angers me that Gillette, a 
student at a school with a very 
healthy world view, is so lacking in 
knowledge of world events. It sad­
dens me to think that Gillette 
could be an example of a severe 
problem on this campus: ignorance 
or apathy towards catastrophic 
world events due to a narrow­
minded existence in the "academic 
bubble."
Rather than broaden his world 
outlook by researching the content 
of this spray of social activism, 
Gillette only speculated on its 
meaning by selfishly applying the 
statement to a hodgepodge of facts 
from his home state.
Given the content of past arti­
cles by Gillette, perhaps one could 
speculate that Gillette knew full 
well the meaning of the statement 
and was merely making a failed 
attempt at humor. If this is the 
case, I am even more appalled. 
Using The Lawrentian as a plat­
form for trivializing life-threaten­
ing events is at best an insult to 
the informed and at worst a severe 
error in judgment. The Lawrence 
Community deserves better than 
this.
If Gillette is indeed asphyxiat­
ing inside of the academic bubble, 
than perhaps there are others sim­
ilarly afflicted. While it is a shame 
that one must stoop to this level, I 
will briefly explain the social con­
text of this graffiti to enlighten
photo by Alissa Thom pson
motorists, though.
Perhaps, still, fair enough, the 
graffiti artist could also be, as am I 
(although he/she used the postal 
abbreviation, not the correct one) 
from 111., and the graffiti was an 
outlet for his/her frustrations.
Perhaps, finally, the graffiti 
was designed to raise conscious­
ness about negative attitudes 
practically in our own back yard. I 
am a student of the 1968 
Democratic Convention (the 
September 6, 1968 Life Magazine 
hangs on my wall) and know that 
111. can be a bloody place, ending 
lives and crushing dreams.
Perhaps the artist just did 
what he/she could. In fact, the 
death penalty is virtually gone in 
111. . . well, until Governor Rod 
Blagojevich takes office and starts 
being scared of seeming "soft on 
crime."
In the end though, I think the 
statement is understandable, but I 
just don't quite understand it. 
Maybe it's the use of postal abbre­
viations or that funny looking "O" 
in No. And if you're going to make 
a broad statement like that, why 
stop with IL?
those still wandering in academic 
darkness.
In the mid-ninth century, what 
is now known as "Iceland,'' an 
island country in the northern 
Atlantic Ocean, was inhabited by a 
small group of Irish monks known 
as "Papar." By the turn of the 10th 
century, a large and often violent 
group known as Vikings" claimed 
this land for their own and drove 
the monks back to their homeland 
and elsewhere. While is not con­
firmed that this was a bloody 
upheaval, it is quite possible due to 
the track record of earlier Viking 
rampages.
Clearly our concerned 
Lawrence hooligan was aware of 
the 1,100th anniversary of this 
event and feared that history 
might repeat itself with another 
Viking uprising. While I cannot 
condone the use of paint to express 
political concern, I do share this 
youth's view that there is no need 
for blood to be shed for peace in 
Iceland.
It is imperative that Gillette 
and other self-centered members 
of the Lawrence Community be 
aware of world events such as 
these, so more errors in judgment 
do not occur.
It is my darkest fear that our 
concerned vandal will read the 
tragic Reykjavik news story "Tired 
of Deaths off Fjord" and strike 
again, inspiring the ignorant 
Gillette to make up another far­
fetched news story about Ford 
Motors having to recall thousands 
of tires due to a series of road acci­
dents.
Read and research more care­
fully my friends, and let’s take the 
social events of this world a little 
more seriously.
‘ Note to reader: The Lawrentian does not endorse the opinions 
included in the Point-Counterpoint column. Neither do the authors, 
and frankly, neither should you.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
LUCC elections both convenient 
and well-organized
The LUCC's Polling and Elections Committee, chaired by Peter 
Snyder, conducted a fair—and, above all, convenient—election. It 
was easier than ever to find a polling place this year, and turnout 
results show a marked improvement, nearly doubling from last year.
Fair enough, the "instant run-off' mechanism for the Vice- 
Presidential election did not go exactly to plan, as some voters were 
confused by it, or simply did not care to take the time to vote for a 
second choice and third choice.
But those who grumble about the Vice Presidential run-off that 
concluded at lunch today at Lucinda's should take a moment also to 
acknowledge the new-and very successful-technology used in this 
election to allow voting at more than one location concurrently.
Workers brought laptops to each election site Monday and com­
municated with each other to avoid double voting. In past years, the 
election would have to be conducted in one place per time of day-i.e., 
one afternoon at the Con, one evening at Downer, one morning at 
New Science Hall.
However, having two days at Downer—not to mention voting 
stickers—helped make voting convenient and inevitably nearby.
PEL's presence at Downer last weekend was very noticeable, 
and the workers conducted themselves with enthusiasm and profes­
sionalism.
Late Monday night, only hours after voting ended, the PEL 
delivered a clearly written, impeccably-noted document replete with 
facts and figures that would allow the LUCC to be fully informed for 
Tuesday's meeting, and to give potential contesters of the election 
the fairest chance possible.
A second round of VP elections were underway Wednesday. 
Connors and Kuehl were close; Connors led by only five percent of 
legal ballots. A direct choice between them ought to be offered.
The "instant run-off' system was a bit confusing, especially 
when most voting was done "in transit" (either to/from Downer or a 
class), and thus voters were in a hurry.
For future elections, perhaps the PEL should explore ways to 
make the instant run-off system more obvious, without scrapping 
the speediness of this year's voting. While the system is all well and 
good in theory, even the LUCC body at large had a fair amount of 
confusion when the process was explained to them.
But the run-off, while inconvenient, is evidence of a fair election, 
and a leadership committed to conducting elections the right way. 
The PEL ought to be proud of their quickness and turnout numbers.
LU Cheerleading
While attending the past few 
Lawrence athletic events, I 
noticed a new addition to the 
sporting family: the cheerlead­
ers. For those members of the 
Lawrence community who are 
not sports enthusiasts, let me 
inform you o f the group.
All members are Lawrence 
students who wish to show their 
school pride. There are two 
squads, if you will, presumably 
the Varsity and Junior Varsity. 
The Varsity squad is much larger 
then the JV, and comprised of 
mostly men. Their uniforms and 
cheers, however, are non-tradi- 
tional.
Instead of school colored uni­
forms, the male cheerleader at 
Lawrence will wear some sort of 
sporting paraphernalia with any 
other odd accessories. 
Accessories such as aviator sun­
glasses, leis, seed hats, or sweat- 
bands are common.
As for the cheers, they are 
just as new and different as the 
attire. A spectator may hear the 
chants of "We Wish You A Merry 
Christmas" during basketball
Correction:
The article “Alum named secretary of commerce” in last week’s issue 
of The Lawrentian was authored by Rodrigo Ferreira, not Andy Dolan. 
The Lawrentian regrets the error.
A special thanks to...
Last term I produced and 
starred in Rinaldo, a baroque opera 
by G.F. Handel. There were many 
people who were involved with this 
project, not the least of whom were 
my teacher and my faculty advisor.
However, there were some peo­
ple that didn't get recognition 
through the promotional material 
that need to be acknowledged. 
These people were vital to the 
whole production and are accessible 
to and enthusiastic about working 
with students.
The Class of '65 Grant for 
Student Activities through the 
Alumni Relations office is a flexible 
and important interaction between 
alumni and students. It is a group of 
people who have set up a fund for 
interesting, innovative, and cre­
ative/original projects to happen on 
campus. They are committed to 
supporting students in their 
endeavors to enrich our campus cul­
ture and make themselves avail­
able in whatever capacity they can 
to helping the project be a success.
They were very encouraging 
and positive when I initially con­
tacted the department, and espe­
cially given my particular project's
time frame, were extremely willing 
to work themselves into the pro­
ject's needs.
Another group that was vital 
was the Alyssa Paul Maria Fund for 
Student Entertainment, through 
SOUP. Paul Shrode, who was advis­
ing the project on the financial 
aspects of the production, was an 
immense help in both organizing 
our list of needs and in directing us 
to the different funding options 
available. Nancy Truesdell, who 
regulates the money of the Class of 
'65 Grant, has also been extremely 
helpful in working on the monetary 
details.
Without a doubt, my experience 
with these two groups was incredi­
bly positive. It was absolutely nec­
essary to get support financially, 
given the costs of the production, 
and they were willing to back my 
fellows and I 100 percent.
I would encourage anyone with 
a dream project to consider these 
sources. Their support can allow 
you to exceed even your own expec­
tations and make truly wonderful 
contribution to campus life.
-Joe Nelson
free throws for the opposing 
team.
The Junior Varsity team is 
considerably smaller and made 
up entirely of freshman females. 
They wear the traditional uni­
forms of skirts and shirts with 
school colors. Their accessories 
differ, as they actually have pom­
poms they cheer with.
However, they do not have 
practiced routines like the 
Varsity, and other then their uni­
forms, their presence is virtually 
unnoticed.
Unfortunately, neither one of 
these squads is school-sponsored. 
I think it is great that as a school 
we have so much representation 
and spirit this year. However, I 
believe that instead of these imi­
tation cheerleaders, we should 
have a genuine team. There is 
definitely a call for them, so I 
believe that these squads should 
collaborate and work with the 
administration to get a real, 
authentic squad started.
Go Team!
-Robin Humbert
W hat should the upcom ing LU C C  
adm inistration accom plish?
“Clean up the Fox River, make campus 
less stinky, extended hours in the Con, 
and mandatory dance lessons in 
Wriston amphitheater.”
Sondi Schwert
“Something, since absolutely nothing 
has gotten accomplished in the last 
two years.”
Nidtobs Lane Mills
“I’m a freshman. 1 don’t know what 
they’re supposed to do.”
James Hall
“Ban smoking everywhere.”
Phred Beattie
photo poll by Alissa Thom pson, Peter Gillette, and Lindsay M oore
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How to nab yourself a Nobel Prize
by Chris Chan
Staff Writer
Burton Feldman's book The 
Nobel Prize: A History o f Genius, 
Controversy, and Prestige purports 
to be the first comprehensive study 
of the Nobel Prizes. It's definitely an 
entertaining and readable book, but 
Feldman's book is more of a collec­
tion of highlights and personal 
opinions than a thorough analysis 
of the history of the prizes. Feldman 
begins with a short biography on 
the rather enigmatic Alfred Nobel, 
the inventor of dynamite who decid­
ed to donate most of his immense 
wealth to celebrate some of the 
world's most brilliant minds, and 
moves on to discuss the awarding of 
the prizes themselves.
Hundreds of thousands of peo­
ple lust after a Nobel Prize, but only 
a lucky few win. Feldman covers all 
six categories: Literature, Physics, 
Chemistry, Physiology or Medicine, 
Peace, and Economics. Few people 
realize how these prizes vary in 
prestige.
Physics, Chemistry, and 
Physiology or Medicine are consid­
ered the "hard” prizes, and the 
awarding in these categories is usu­
ally not too controversial, although 
many of the decisions have sparked 
lawsuits by scientists claiming that 
they deserve more credit for the dis­
coveries than the laureate! s|.
In contrast, the Literature and 
Peace prizes are often so controver­
sial and on occasion ill-chosen that 
their intrinsic value is considered 
by many pundits to be far lower 
than their scientific brethren, and 
the Economics Prize, which was not
of the original prizes specified by 
Nobel but a recent addition at the 
decision of the Bank of Sweden, is 
derided by some critics (and laure­
ates) as a sad joke.
Most of the reasons behind the 
Nobel judges' decisions are hidden 
from the public eye, so few people 
know the real reasons why the 
judges make the decisions they do. 
Many people who deserved multi­
ple Nobels have never won, and sev­
eral who never deserved nomina­
tion are laureates. Like all awards, 
the Nobels are not the final arbiter 
of worth. Feldman does an excellent 
job of bringing out the prejudices, 
phobias, fears, and blatant mis­
takes made by the judges.
The most interesting chapter is 
that of the literature prize. Here, 
Feldman seems to be a real expert 
on the writers discussed. With few 
exceptions, the laureates of the first 
thirty years are virtually unknown 
today. (Ever hear of C. M. Theodor 
Mommsen or Rudolf Eucken?) 
Feldman is in wonderful form as he 
exposes the silly lies the judges use 
to defend their decisions.
For example, literary greats like 
Leo Tolstoy, Mark Twain, and 
Virginia Woolf never won the prize, 
despite being miles above most of 
the early laureates. The judges 
often express regret that such 
geniuses never won, but alas! They 
were never nominated.
Feldman points out that such 
an excuse is a total crock, since the 
judges can nominate anyone they 
like. If the judges never awarded 
the prize to a worthy, they have only 
themselves to blame. Often, great 
writers were snubbed for purely
political reasons.
Feldman really picks apart 
most of the winners, although he 
proclaims that most of the laure­
ates of the last two decades deserve 
their Nobels. However, his criticism 
is flawed because he never explains 
why he believes why a certain 
writer is either talented or merely a 
glorified hack.
T hk
N o b e l  P r iz e
H u k t o n  F h l d m a n
He sneers at William Golding 
without ever discussing his work, 
pooh-poohs The Old Man and the 
Sea without explanation, dismisses 
Sinclair Lewis for not being suffi­
ciently timeless, and in general uses 
his own tastes in literature as the 
final determination of quality, 
always assuming that the reader 
agrees with him. Not being an 
expert in these writers or most of 
those discussed, I can’t support or 
refute Feldman’s conclusions, but 
Feldman seems just as arbitrary as 
he accuses the Nobel judges of
being.
The literature chapter is by far 
the best. The science and economic 
chapters are reasonably interest­
ing, but they are dry by comparison. 
They are most readable when 
Feldman mocks the committee for 
giving the prize to the inventor of a 
crude lobotomy, or a quack cancer 
cure.
One rather juicy part is when 
he explains how many peers of 
Stephen Hawking hold the leg­
endary scientist in low estimation. 
(Hawking, despite many beliefs to 
the contrary, has never won. Many 
of his fellow physicists accuse him 
of being a shameless self-promoter 
and of taking credit for other scien­
tists' ideas.) The Peace Prize chap­
ter is far more interesting, because 
it dwells on different philosophies 
and theories of human interaction.
Feldman's attempts to address 
the prejudices of the judges are 
uneven. Feldman is Jewish, and 
discusses anti-Semitism amongst 
the judges at great length, and even 
has an appendix of all the Jewish 
laureates at the end, an impressive 
and inspiring list.
While Feldman's attack on 
Judeophobia is important, he really 
ignores bigotry against other 
groups. He rather skims over 
Gandhi's never winning the Peace 
Prize, and seems to defend the 
judges for not going out of their way 
to find more talented writers from 
the non-Westem World. Gender 
issues are often given short thrift, 
too. No woman has ever won the 
Economics prize, and the legendary 
story of the woman who helped dis­
cover DNA but was denied the
Nobel in favor of her male associ­
ates is barely mentioned.
Also, Feldman totally ignores 
the Nobel's history of anti- 
Catholicism, one of the primary 
accusations of the Nobel's detrac­
tors. Many of the literature awards 
in the early years went to third-rate 
philosophers who slandered
Catholic beliefs, and many critics 
claim that the recent decision to 
give the prize to the Vatican-attack- 
ing Dario Fo, who is more of a 
stand-up comic than a traditional 
writer, to be the most criminally 
insane decision the judges have 
ever made.
Feldman glosses over Graham 
Greene's lack of Nobel by saying he 
was "too famous," when in reality 
students of the prizes have discov­
ered that Greene would have won if 
not for the violent smear campaign 
of an anti-Catholic judge. Feldman 
even adds to this by taking a verbal 
swipe at Mother Theresa's Peace 
Prize (yes, Mother Theresa's!) by 
sniffing some of her support for 
Catholic tenets.
Feldman concludes by saying 
that the prizes, though not perfect, 
are an important part of the world 
culture. Also, he continues, despite 
the many mistakes that the judges 
have made, for the most part the 
decisions have been good ones.
For those readers who wish to 
someday win a Nobel of your own, 
Feldman advises that you make 
friends with influential people, 
don't be too controversial, predict 
upcoming trends and model your­
self after them, and to try not to be 
too brilliant, lest the judges not 
understand your work.
Can Sam save sub pop and music?
by Brad Lindert
Rock Columnist
Sub Pop has fallen on hard 
times. I mean, come on, once Kurt 
Cobain died, Sub Pop became sub 
par (bad pun but true). We all first 
heard of Sub Pop Records when we 
all bought Nirvana's Nevermind. 
But come on, that was back in 1991. 
It is 2003 and there hasn't been a 
good Sub Pop release since the 
Afghan Whigs released Gentlemen 
in 1993.
So, since Nirvana and grunge 
fell, Sub Pop has tried to find differ­
ent things to release. And in 2002 
Sub Pop released two albums that 
were both a departure from their 
usual releases and two great 
albums. The first great (and sur­
prising) release was David Cross's 
Shut Up You F**king Baby, a two 
disc comedy album from the former 
Mr. Show star.
But that is not the album that 
will save Sub Pop. The label's sav­
ing grace lies in one man: Samuel
Beam.
Beam records under the name 
Iron and Wine. He plays all the 
instruments, sings all the vocals, 
mixes and records everything on 
the absolutely amazing The Creek 
Drank the Cradle.
This album is something totally 
out of left field for both Sub Pop and 
the music industry as a whole. It's 
one man and his tape machine in a 
room, playing guitar, banjo, and 
singing southern folk songs in a 
hushed-out voice.
His lyrics tell vivid stories with 
lush pictures of muddy Bibles, dead 
snakes in creek beds, and family 
relationships.
To imagine what Samuel Beam 
sounds like, let's pretend two men 
could have children. Imagine that 
Will Oldham (of Palace Music, 
Palace Brothers, and Bonnie 
Prince’ Billy) and Nick Drake had a 
child.
Will and Nick lived in a duplex 
with Elliott Smith, who gave the 
kid singing lessons. They raised
him in Florida and taught him to 
love his guitar, good lyrics, and a 
good melody.
But when the child was 17, 
Oldham and Drake died in a car
crash. The courts then decided to 
have the child go to Dayton, Ohio 
and live with his uncle, Robert 
Pollard.
Uncle Rob taught the boy that
you don't need shiny production to 
win people's hearts; all you need is 
a song and a four-track tape 
recorder.
That, my friends, is how Iron 
and Wine took shape.
The album opens with the soft 
acoustic guitar of "Lion's Mane." 
The sound quietly unfolds to Beam 
singing, "love is a tired symphony/ 
you hum when you're awake/ and 
love is a crying baby/ mama warned 
you not to shake."
Around the two-minute mark 
the slide guitar and banjo duet 
appear and remain the focus for the 
rest of the song.
Other aspects that make Iron 
and Wine so appealing are the lines 
about love. I would not say that 
they are love songs, though, because 
these transcend "normal" love 
songs.
On "Bird Stealing Bread" he 
sings, "Do his hands in your hair/ 
feel a lot like a thing/ you believe 
in," and from his voice you get the 
impression that Sam really wants
to know or otherwise he will go into 
the woods and sob.
The only bad song on the album 
is the banjo-dependent "The 
Rooster Moans," though as I write 
this I still do enjoy this song. See, 
this song reminds me of Tbm Waits' 
"Get Behind the Mule." Both are 
good songs; it's just that I don't like 
a song that heavy on the low regis­
ter of the banjo.
But, all in all, this entire album 
is amazing. When I first heard it I 
thought that it might make my best 
of 2002 list. Then, after about 12 lis­
tens, I thought that it was top 10 
material.
Then when I made out the list I 
put it at number six, but by the time 
I finished the list I had placed it at 
number three, which is were it 
belongs.
It's an amazing album that is 
extremely simple, especially com­
pared to my number one and two. 
But, even though it is extremely 
simple, it is just as amazing as the 
top two.
Dandng: Wild Space Dance Company, Melee, and the LU Swing Dancers are growing in popularity
continued from page 2
with new icjf as and styles while still 
gaining technical skill from the 
more experienced dancers."
Melee is a small group, with 
attendance ranging from about four 
to 15 people each session. Scheef 
adds that there are three men in 
the group this year, while last year
he was the only one.
The group meets in the multi­
purpose room at the Buchanan- 
Kiewit Rec Center every Monday 
from 7-8:30 p.m. They will begin 
choreographing their May recital 
soon.
For a more traditional and less 
performance-oriented dance experi­
ence, the Lawrence University 
Swing Dancers, a five-year-old club
begun in the Sage basement by 
Dane Tice and Suzanne Butts, 
graduates of the class of 2002, has 
become a popular way for students 
to learn how to swing dance and 
practice in an informal and uncom­
petitive setting.
This year, seniors Martha 
Nelson and Eric Seidel lead the 
club. At sessions, Nelson and Seidel 
generally teach a few new swing
steps, and then turn on the music 
and let everyone dance and practice 
the new moves. Beginning dancers 
are completely welcome.
A sixth of the student body is on 
the swing mailing list, but of course 
not everyone shows up to every ses­
sion. Usually there are 20-50 
dancers, and many people only 
come for part of the time.
This week's session will be from
10 p.m. to midnight on Saturday, 
right after the orchestra concert.
"Everyone needs a break from 
trivia," jokes Nelson.
The Swing Dancers meet on an 
irregular schedule on weekend 
nights in Riverview Lounge.
If you would like to be added to 
the mailing list, e-mail Eric Seidel 
at Eric.C.Seidel@lawrence.edu.
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Viking men:
Still going strong
continued from page 8
but the Foresters came back and 
had closed it to a 36-35 margin at 
the half.
The Vikings had been in this 
position many times already this 
season and were prepared to do it 
again. The Vikings slowly started to 
pull away, and then a 10-0 run start­
ed with a Brent Vandermause three 
pointer allowed the Vikings to 
extend their lead out to seventeen 
points at 66-49. Lake Forest never 
could come back, and the Vikings 
coasted to a 73-60 win. Hollinbeck 
who erupted for 18 points led the 
Vikings. Three other Vikings, 
Brendan Falls, Chris MacGillis and 
Quentin Herring all had 10 for the 
Vikings.
Going into Tuesday night's 
game against Carroll the Vikings 
were undefeated in the MWC and 
were ranked fourth in the Midwest 
region. However Carroll would 
change all that in 40 minutes.
The Pioneers came out early 
and took it to the hole. Carroll was 
lead by Julian Swartz, who is a for­
mer Wisconsin AP High School 
Player of the Year. He transferred in 
December to Carroll to be closer to 
home.
Swartz who has been battling 
obsessive-compulsive disorder 
transferred from UW-Green Bay. He 
also played a season at UW- 
Madison before that. Swartz 
showed his Division I talent as he 
dominated the Vikings inside and 
shot over them from the outside. He 
had 17 points at halftime and his 
Pioneers led the Vikings 36-35 at 
the half.
The Vikings were killed by 
turnovers again, having nine at 
halftime. They had 10 the entire 
game against Lake Forest. The two 
teams had a sequence in which they 
traded three pointers. The Vikings 
had treys from Hollinbeck and Falls 
and took the lead at 28-27. However 
that one point lead would be the 
biggest the Vikings had all night, 
and it wouldn't stay for long.
After the half, the Pioneers went 
on a roll. The Vikings took the lead 
one last time at 39-38, but would be 
looking back at the Pioneers the 
rest of the game. The Pioneers had 
their lead up to eleven at one point, 
but the Vikings continued to fight. 
They got as close as four with just 
under a minute left, but couldn't get 
the shot they needed to fall, and 
Carroll put it away. The Pioneers 
took the win 94-87.
Swartz led the way as he ended 
up with 34 points and 11 rebounds. 
The Pioneers also picked up 23 from 
Ben Hickethier. The Vikings were 
led by MacGillis, who had 21. The 
Vikings also picked up 17 from 
Hollinbeck, 15 from Rob Nenahlo, 
and 14 apiece from Falls and Braier.
LU coach John Tharp didn't 
think his team played as well as 
they could have.
"We didn't execute well. We just 
didn't play well as a team. They 
have great individual talent, but we 
needed to play better team defense, 
and that would have made a differ­
ence," he said.
The Vikings are now 11-2 over­
all and 5-1 in the MWC. They are 
tied for first place, but have the 
tiebreaker against Ripon because of 
their head to head win. The Vikings 
will be on the road this weekend 
playing at Monmouth Friday night, 
and Grinnell Saturday afternoon.
V i k  1 11 g s o
Stephanie Novakov
Swimming
Stephanie Novakov helped 
Lawrence University to a sweep of 
a triple dual meet last Saturday at 
Boldt Natatorium. Novakov, a 
freshman from Cincinnati, Ohio, 
won two events for the Vikings. She 
captured the 200-yard freestyle in 
2 minutes, 3.33 seconds, and won 
the 500 freestyle in 5:29.88. 
Boosted by Novakov Is perfor­
mances, the Vikings defeated 
Carroll College 163-48, beat St. 
Norbert College 124-89, and 
downed the University of 
Wisconsin-Whitewater 128-98.
continued from page 8
The Foresters went on a 26-11 run 
to tie the game for the first time at 
42-42 with just over ten minutes 
remaining. The teams traded bas­
kets and then a Kristy Freeman 
three pointer put Lake Forest in the 
lead for the first time with 6:06 to 
play.
The Foresters lead 51-50 at that 
point, and would use the Freeman 
three-pointer as a springboard for 
an 11-0 run and a 59-50 lead with 
3:04 to play. The Vikings took a time 
out, and in the huddle coach Amy 
Proctor got then ready for a run. 
The Vikings began right away with 
a Getzoff three. A Lauren Tarrolly
LU Hockey splits pair 
with MN-Crookston
The Lawrence University 
Hockey team split their week­
end series with the University 
o f Minnesota-Crookston this 
past weekend. The Vikings lost 
to the Golden Eagles 7-5 Friday 
night, but came back to win 3-2 
on Saturday.
Friday night the Vikings fell 
behind early, but had clawed 
back to trail only 4-3 late in the 
second period. A late Golden 
Eagle goal scored 
by Mark Tveit 
ended that, how­
ever, and UM- 
Crookston skated 
to the win.
M i k e  
Burkhart led the 
Vikings with two 
goals and two 
assists. Aaron 
Graber added two 
goals and an 
assist as well.
Rounding out the 
scoring for the 
Vikings was Andy 
Link knotting his first collegiate 
goal.
Saturday the Golden Eagles 
came out early. They had a 2-0 
lead after the first period, but 
couldn't hang on as the Vikings 
scored three unanswered goals 
in the last two periods for the 
victory.
Danny Schroder picked up 
two goals, including the game- 
winning goal half way through
£ t  Ik e W  e e k
Nick Morphew 
Wrestling
Nick Morphew led LU to a 
fourth-place finish in the 21-team 
North Central College Invitational 
last Friday and Saturday. 
Morphew, a junior from 
Prophetstown, 111., went 4-0 and 
won the title at 133 pounds. 
Morphew beat Michael Elsbury of 
the UW-Whitewater 3-1 in his 
opening match. He then defeated 
Kane Thompson of Coe 5-4 in the 
quarterfinals and advanced to the 
title match with a forfeit win over 
Rob Roots of Millikin. Morphew’s 
record is 18-8 on the season.
steal and lay-up cut the lead to four, 
and then, another Getzoff jumper 
cut it to two. Becca Reason tied the 
game with 34 seconds remaining on 
a lay-up and both teams readied for 
a crazed last few seconds.
Reason fouled Forester guard 
Kandyce Green, and she hit both 
free throws with six ticks remain­
ing to put the Foresters on top by 
two. However the Vikings were not 
to be stopped. The Vikings got the 
ball to Getzoff on the left wing, who 
had the hot hand all game. She put 
the three pointer up and swished it 
through as the horn sounded to give 
the Vikings the 62-61 upset win.
Getzoff had a monster day 
against the Foresters. She ended up 
with twenty-three points and eight
the third period. Daniel Ljung 
was in goal for both games for 
the Vikings bring his record to 
6-7 on the season. The Vikings 
remain in second place in the 
MCHA with the split, and will 
host Northland this weekend at 
the Appleton Family Ice Center. 
Face-off is 7:30 p.m. Friday and 
2:00 p. m. Saturday.
LU Grapplers finish 
well at NCC 
Invitational
The Lawrence 
U n i v e r s i t y  
wrestling team 
finished in fourth 
place out of twen­
ty-one teams at 
the North
Central College 
Invitational last 
weekend. The 
leading wrestler 
was Nick
Morphew who 
took first place in 
the 133 pound 
division. Noah 
Planavsky and Mark Schmoll 
both took home third place fin­
ishes for the Vikings. Other high 
LU finishers were Ric Scannel 
in fourth and Greg Goska in sev­
enth. The Vikings will have a 
busy weekend at home this 
weekend. They host MSOE 
tonight at 7:00p.m. and then are 
host to the Wisconsin Private 
College Championships tomor­
row starting at noon.
continued from page 8
time in the 100 at 1:01.22 and the 
third best time in the 200 at 
2:20.03.
Tom Towle finished second in 
both the 1-m and 3-m diving events 
last year. This year Tom has gotten 
off to another strong start. He broke 
the Gene Davis Invitational 3- 
meter meet record at the with a 
total of 416.9 points in early 
December. Tom also has the best 
scores in the conference at both the 
1-m and 3-m board events, in both 
the six dive and 11 dive competi­
tions.
Among the women, juniors 
Jodie Primus and Tiffany Pannier 
were mentioned as double threats 
in the 200 and 400 Individual 
Medleys. According to Coach K, 
"The two are among the best IM'ers 
in the conference.”
In the distance events, sopho­
more Mara Sarabia has been
rebounds. She hit three treys on the 
day. The Vikings second leading 
scorer was Reason who added nine 
of her own. It was the first loss of 
the season for the Foresters, and 
dropped them out of the national 
top twenty-five. The Vikings then 
had a two-day rest before playing 
again, this time against Carroll.
The Vikings again got off to a 
hot start and took advantage of 
their opponent's shooting woes. 
Carroll shot only sixteen percent in 
the first half, a horrendous number. 
The Vikings jumped out early and 
staked a 26-8 lead at the half. 
Getzoff, Reason and Porrata all had 
seven points a piece at the half for 
the Vikings. The onslaught would 
continue in the second half as the
Lawrence's best performer. Coach K 
identified Mara as one of the best 
distance swimmers in the confer­
ence. Coach added that senior 
Alison Van Dyken was Lawrence's 
best performer in the sprint events 
and should be a conference title con­
tender.
Last but not least, Coach K 
identified freshman Stephanie 
Novakov as the surprise of the sea­
son. "Stephanie has proved to be a 
very good swimmer, especially in 
the middle distance events", said 
Coach K.
All in all Coach Kimer is opti­
mistic about the team's chances at 
conference this year. A good test for 
the team to see where its at will be 
the Wisconsin Private College 
Championships to be held at 
Lawrence on the 1st of February, 
two weeks before conference. I urge 
as many Lawrence students who 
can attend the meet, to attend the 
meet. Nothing helps a team like 
home support.
Vikings stretched their lead out to 
44-15 at one point. This allowed 
Coach Proctor to play many of her 
subs. Carroll started to get hot from 
behind the arc, but it wasn't nearly 
enough as the Vikings coasted to a 
55-44 victory. Getzoff ended up with 
16 leading all scorers, and Porrata 
added 11. Getzoff scored fifty-eight 
points in the three games, averag­
ing almost twenty points per game. 
She is second in the MWC in scor­
ing.
The Vikings are now 3-3 in the 
MWC and are in fifth place. The 
Vikings will try to keep their hot 
streak alive this weekend when 
they travel to Monmouth and 
Grinnell.
Put a little Sunshine 
in your Inbox.
HIGH: 84 
LOW: 62
m o r e  »>>>
m
Receive Local Weather Updates via Email.
Not to mention Headline News, College Sports, 
Campus Calender, Dally Horoscope, and more...
Register Today at
www.lawrentian.com
I t 's  t h e  b e s t  w a y  t o  s t a y  I n f o r m e d ...  a n d  H’s  f r e e .
Women: LU basketball team is building momentum with a streak of wins
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Around the Bases
Mixing 
Politics 
with 
Sport
The impending Cricket 
World Cup (beginning the 8th of 
February) has brought the ques­
tion of mixing politics with sport 
to the forefront of world cricket.
Six matches are to be played 
in Zimbabwe, and both the 
English and Australian govern­
ments have requested that their 
teams boycott their matches in a 
show of protest against 
President Mugambe's policies.
The Australian and English 
governments have suggested to 
their cricket authorities that the 
matches in Zimbabwe should be 
boycotted. They recognize the 
sovereignty of the cricket 
authorities in their own coun­
tries and make a moral argu­
ment, instead o f ordering their 
teams not to play.
Now the players and the 
cricket authorities have signed 
contracts stating that they will 
compete in the world cup and 
play in Zimbabwe.
This has left the boards and 
the players with a moral dilem­
ma. Do they take a political 
stand and in doing so break 
their contracts? Or do they fulfill 
their legal obligations and in 
doing so go against their own 
consciences?
A few weeks ago the English 
Cricket Board announced that 
England would go ahead and 
play its matches in Zimbabwe as 
it was obligated to do so. The 
players, however, are still torn 
and conflicted. They understand 
the situation in Zimbabwe and 
feel they should take cognizance 
of it, and in doing so think 
maybe boycotting the matches is 
the way to do it. Either way they 
have already refused the idea of 
any of them shaking hands with 
President Mugambe.
The question then is should 
the players take a stand on polit­
ical issues? Should political 
issues remain within the politi­
cal realm and leave sports 
alone? This columnist thinks 
not. Whatever someone does for 
his or her livelihood cannot take 
away from the fact that he or she 
is a human being first. President 
Mugambe's policies have left his 
people on the brink of mass star­
vation. It is not a fact to be to be 
taken lightly. I believe the 
matches in Zimbabwe should be 
switched to other venues so that 
the tournament can go on as 
scheduled, and at the same time 
a message is sent to people like 
President Mugambe that there 
are consequences for one's 
actions.
Life after Hurley
by Tariq Engineer
Staff Writer
Last weekend the Viking men 
and women swept their opponents 
at the Lawrence University Triple 
Dual held on January 18, 2003 
right here at Lawrence. On the 
women's side, Lawrence defeated 
Carroll College 163-48, defeated St. 
Norbert College 124-89, and defeat­
ed the University of Wisconsin- 
Whitewater 128-98. On the men's 
side, Lawrence defeated Carroll 
192-25 and downed UW- 
Whitewater 151-80.
Winners for the Lawrence 
women were Mara Sarabia in the
1,000 freestyle, Stephanie Novakov 
in the 200 freestyle and the 500 
freestyle, Jodie Primus in the 400 
IM, Michelle Uthmeier in the 100 
backstroke, and the 200 freestyle 
relay.
Winners for the Lawrence men 
were Adam Kolb in the 1,000 
freestyle and the 100 freestyle, 
Chris Perry in the 200 freestyle and 
the 100 backstroke, Nick Heuer in 
the 50 freestyle and 100 breast­
stroke, David Danenhower in the 
400 IM, Tom Towle in the 1-meter 
diving and 3-meter diving, Tom 
Carroll in the 500 freestyle, and the 
200 freestyle relay (Danenhower, 
Kolb, Steve Wolfe, Heuer).
Before the meet I talked to 
Coach Kimer about the team's 
prospects for the season. While 
admitting the loss of Daniel Hurley 
(class of 2002) left a big void on the 
team, as Hurley is the kind of swim­
mer that comes along once in a 
coach's career (Hurley finished his 
career with 12 individual titles and 
never lost an individual event in 
which he competed at the confer-
photo from  archive
THE LU SWIMMING AND DIVING TEAM is off to another great season under the 
tutelage of Kurt Kirner.
ence meet), Coach K feels good 
about the influx of new talent.
During the course of our conver­
sation, Coach identified the swim­
mers who he expects to have a good 
chance of winning conference titles. 
As far as the men are concerned, 
Coach K expects senior Tom 
Carroll, and sophomores Nick 
Heuer and Tom Towle to all come 
out on top in their respective disci­
plines. Torn Carroll is in a class by
himself right now. No one can touch 
him in the 1,650 free", said Coach 
Kimer. Carroll currently has the 
best time in the conference in the 
1,650 free at 17:20.14, over 30 sec­
onds ahead of the second best time.
Nick Heuer is the defending 
conference champion in the 100 
yard and 200 yard breastroke 
events. He currently has the best
See Swimming on page 7
LU women sweep three from MWC foes
by Andy York
Sports Editor
The LU women's basketball 
team had a good weekend. They 
defeated three conference oppo­
nents, one of whom was ranked 
24th in the nation. With the sweep, 
the Vikings now find themselves in 
the thick of the MWC playoff race, 
right where they want to be.
The Vikings started the week­
end off right with a 70-61 win over 
Illinois College on Friday. The game 
went back and forth in the first half, 
with the Vikings keeping tabs on IC 
star Adrienne Dickerson. IC took a 
29-23 lead into the half, but it was 
not nearly a big enough lead.
The Vikings came out in the sec­
ond half, and immediately went to 
work. They hit two three pointers
within the first three minutes to 
claw back and tie the game at 33. 
They would hit five treys in the sec­
ond half, and eight for the game. 
Both Carla Zarecki and Claire 
Getzoff had three apiece for the 
Vikings. IC and the Vikings contin­
ued to trade baskets, and the 
Vikings tried to break away but 
couldn't. The killer play for the 
Lady Blues was another Getzoff 
three-pointer with four minutes 
left. That bumped the lead up to 
seven, and IC could never get close 
enough in the end. The Vikings 
went on to the first of three wins 70- 
61.
The Vikings got huge games 
from Zarecki and Getzoff. Both 
players had nineteen points, and 
were aided by Felice Porrata, who 
had eighteen of her own. Porrata
also had ten rebounds to complete 
the double-double. Getzoff would 
have an even bigger game against 
Lake Forest on Saturday.
The Vikings jumped all over the 
24th ranked Foresters in the first 
half on Saturday. Lake Forest only 
shot twenty percent in the first half, 
and LU took advantage. LU jumped 
out immediately to a 12-0 lead, and 
stretched the lead to nineteen 
points at one time at 27-8. The 
teams went into the half with LU 
leading 31-16. However, the game 
would get much more exciting in 
the second half.
In the second half, the three 
time defending MWC champs 
found their stroke. They went on a 
huge run to begin the second half.
See Women on page 7
Viking men win two out of three games
by Andy York
Sports Editor
The Lawrence University Men’s 
basketball team won two more 
MWC games this past weekend, but 
couldn't stay undefeated forever. 
Carroll tripped up the Vikings 94- 
87 Tuesday night for the Vikings 
first Conference loss.
Friday night the stands were 
packed as the Vikings hosted 
Illinois College. The game started 
and both teams played well. The 
Vikings got a mayor boost as Garret
Ingram, one of the best players in 
the MWC, was hampered by foul 
trouble amd only played about four 
minutes in the first half. It was a 
balance between the inside 
strength of IC amd the outside jump 
shooting game of Lawrence. While 
the Blueboys lead most of the first 
hadf, the Vikings took the early edge 
into the second hailf leading 39-35.
In the second half, LU freshman 
Chris Braiier took over the gaune. He 
scored eight points in a row down 
the stretch and ended up with 21 
points amd thirteen rebounds. The
Vikings found a cure to their free- 
throw shooting woes. And hit nine 
out of ten at the end of the gaune to 
seal a 75-68 win. Braiier was the 
high scorer, amd Jason Hollinbeck's 
twelve points also added the 
Vikings.
Saturday the Vikings hosted 
Lake Forest. This game was agaun 
close at the half. Both teams shot 
exceptionadly well and were funda­
mentally sound. The Vikings got the 
lead out to six points at one time,
See Viking men on page 7
LU Scoreboard
MEN’S BASKETBALL
January 17 
Illinois College 68 
Lawrence 75
January 18 
Lake Forest 60 
Lawrence 73
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
January 17 
Lawrence 70
Illinois College 61
January 18 
Lawrence 62
Lake Forest 61
HOCKEY
January 17 
Lawrence 5 
U M -C ro o k s to n  7
January 18 
UM-Crookston 2 
Lawrence 3
WRESTLING
January 18 
Lawrence 4th of 21
SWIMMING AND DIVING
January 18 
LU Triple Duel
Men 1st 
Women 1st
Team Standings
MEN’S BASKETBALL
MWC Overall
W-L W-L
Lawrence 5-1 11-2
Ripon 5-1 11-2
Grinnell 3-2 8-4
Illinois C. 3-2 7-5
Beloit 3-3 5-8
Carroll 2-3 4-8
Knox 2-3 5-7
St. Norbert 2-4 5-8
Lake Forest 1-4 2-10
Monmouth 0-4 3-8
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
MWC Overall
W-L W-L
Ripon 6-0 12-1
St. Norbert 5-1 8-4
Lake Forest 4-1 11-1
Illinois C. 3-2 5-6
Carroll 2-3 4-7
Lawrence 3-3 6-7
Monmouth 2-3 4-8
Knox 1-4 4-6
Beloit 1-5 4-9
Grinnell 1-5 6-5
HOCKEY
MCHA
W-L-T Points
Marian 8-1-1 17
Lawrence 7-3-0 14
Minn.-Crookston 5-3-2 12
Northland. 1-8-1 3
Milw. School of Eng 0-6-2 2
Standings courtesy of
www.midwestconference.orK
Hockey standings are from USCHI 
All statistics are accurate as of 01-
